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ABSTRACT

A number of component selection techniques have been designed. But the Component selection with its pleonastic
functionality in component based software engineering based on the concept of packages or header files is a new
area. The parameters maintainability, complexity and reliability and performance have to be measured. Keeping in
view all these issues in this research report we are measuring the supererogatory functionality of the component
with the help of our previously defined metric. This research work will presents an approach for assessing the
reusable components in a different way which results a number of peerless and flawless components.
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1. INTRODUCTION

CBSE is a basically a traditional approach but now a days it is requiring the new technologies. If the most
favourable and the gilt-edge components are selected then it will automatically affect the various parameters
concerned with the software.CBSE consisting of the “purchase, don’t make philosophy” due to the again
and again use of the component, the component based software engineering is quite different from the
traditional waterfall approach as it emphasizes on developing new software from prebuilt components.
Various characteristics of the component are independent, compo sable, and deployable. A large number of
models, metrics and algorithm have been proposed for the selection of components from the component
repository but this time this is the new concept and can be useful further with some extension.

Capretz L.F. Suggested a process model provided conceptual dovetailing across all phases of model. The
software concepts remain the same from implementation to maintenance. The research also focused on problem
faced while selecting component from repository. Reusable libraries usually large that creates problem to find
potentially reusable components. Component selection becomes more difficult when discordance in terminology
i.e. the candidate component in library described by unfamiliar or irrelevant terminology [1].

Dellarocas C. researched that the traditional software development approaches were not optimal for
developing the complex software applications using the reusable software components than component-
based software development approaches. Traditional approaches tried to develop the system through scratch.
It means, this approach followed the software development approach to build the software system. This
paper described a new approach to build the complex software system. So researcher introduced new
viewpoint which was known as Synthesis. Synthesis was a software development environment that tries to
decrease the human effort for development of independent software components. After development integrate
all independently developed software components for creating new applications [3].
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Crnkovic I. et al. investigated that component based software engineering approach cannot be amply
utilized if development process and development organizations were not adopted according to basic principles
of CBSE. By adjustment in development processes can achieve the aim of increased reusability of existing
components, the efforts for implementations decrease and system verification efforts increase.

Generally the basic steps employed in component based freeware systematizing are as follows:-

In our proposed work we are measuring the supererogatory functionality of component and its metric
will get related to the concept of coupling and cohesion. Whenever we are considering the white box reuse
then it will get very troublesome or recalcitrant of a component selection. A component is basically having
a large amount of functionality wrapped up in between that component. Our concern is to find out the
asymmetric functionality in a component so that the component selection for reuse will get easier and for
this purpose a new metric has been designed in our work based on a concept of coupling and cohesion.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Fragment II gives the general steps which we were
followed for the component selection or for the best component reuse and also explains the measuring of
supererogatory functionality of components with previous defined metric. In the section III we have the
conclusion and future scope.

Figure1: Basic steps in Component Based Software Engineering
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2. THE FLAWLESS SELECTION OF COMPONENTS

Some of the basic steps which we were followed in our previously defined algorithm are:

1) Congregation of components which may be in any type of source code I.E object oriented
code(generally we are considering the C,C++ and java code)

2) Various parameters are calculated.

3) Apply the required steps.

4) Select the components or the segment with the congenial or the capital values of SFM with the help
of speculation analysis.

Above defined steps will work in component based software engineering. Various parameters will be
defined as:-

Let C denotes the component from the component repository

EM(C, S): It is the set of exorbitant methods of component C that delivers the functionality for the
usage scenario.

VM(C, S): It is the set of vital methods that delivers the functionality for the usage scenario.

LM(C, S): It is the set of lingering methods.
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DUM: It is the set of all direct connections between classes and methods.

NDIUC: It is the number of used direct or indirect connections in the case study.

NDIUC= m (m-1)/2

PC3M: Package cohesion component complexity metric [5]

PC3M = (DUM)/NDIUC

EM(C, S) = VM(C, S) – LM(C, S)

Now the next thing is to calculate the set of needed methods for a particular usage scenario
so that after this calculation the set of supererogatory methods will get easily calculated.

Finally the metric for the supererogatory functionality will be as:-

Supererogatory functionality metric:

SFM = summation of (PC3M (EM(C, S)))

Now we will consider the calculation of SFM for the single components with their measurement of
supererogatory functionality as follows:-

Considering the Circle area program as component C1 as single component as:-

Here, total numbers of components or packages in the given example are = 3

So the value of m = 3

Now the calculation of NDIUC will be performed which is as follows:-

NDIUC = m (m-1)/2

= 3 (3-1)/2

= 3

DUM = 2(as number of direct connection between classes and methods is 3)

So the value of NM(C, S) will be 2 as it is supposed to be equal to the value of DUM and the number of
direct connection between classes and methods are 2)

RM(C, S) is 3 as it is supposed to be equal to NDIUC that is total number of direct or indirect connection
between classes and methods.

EM(C, S) = VM(C, S) – LM(C, S)

                = 3-2

                = 1

Therefore SFM = 2/3(1)

                          = 0.6

Similarly the SFM value can be calculated for the various number of components and the component
selection process or the complete process of software reuse will get more efficient and easier.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper analysis the various techniques for measuring the extravagant functionality of a component by
selecting the individual components and calculating their set of values. During the optimal selection of
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components if the value of SM(C, S) is calculated then it will be very useful approach for selecting the
quality components for the development of software.Our results verified its integrity and operability Now
by using this above approach selecting a set of components to satisfy a set of requirements while minimizing
the cost is becoming more possible.
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